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DESK castors

Part 
Type

 Height 
(mm)

Thread 
Length (mm)

Thread
Type

Load Capacity 
(kg)

Part 
Number

CASTOR 135 28 5/16 BSW 40 BEDLEG001

CASTOR w/ BRAKE 135 28 5/16 BSW 40 BEDLEG002

CASTOR 135 28 3/8 BSW 40 BEDLEG003

CASTOR w/ BRAKE 135 28 3/8 BSW 40 BEDLEG004

GLIDE 135 28 5/16 BSW 40 BEDLEG005

GLIDE 135 28 3/8 BSW 40 BEDLEG006

bed leg castors

BEDLEG004

BEDLEG001

S54

BEDLEG005

Specifications

Suitable to fit most major beds, Richmond’s range of Bed Castors, Lockable 
Bed Castors and Glides provide an economical solution to reinvigorate the 
life of your bed base.

This range is hard wearing and durable, easily rolling over carpeted surfaces 
without pulling the pile. These castors are also an ideal addition to furniture and 
can provide additional clearance to allow storage under a TV or display unit.

Available with two different thread options for simple installation.

Warning - May mark soft floors.

Richmond’s Desk Castors are made to suit most office 
furniture including light duty cabinets and display 
units. The ‘U’ shape mounting makes fixing the castor 
to 16mm-19mm thick MDF, chipboard & timber desks 
quick and simple, whilst providing a sturdy fit and full 
maneuverability of the swivel. 

This castor is perfect for DIY retro fitting and to return rolling 
functionality to your furniture.

35KG / castor

up to

40KG / castor

up to

Diameter 
(mm)

Width 
(mm)

Height 
(mm)

Wheel 
Type

Load Capacity 
(kg)

Swivel 
Radius

U Bracket Size 
(mm)

Swivel 
Code

50 46 61 Nylon 35/20 68 16 x 35 S54

50 46 61 Nylon 35/20 68 19 x 35 S57

Specifications

To order castor with brake add B to the end of the swivel code, eg. S54B indicates brake castor

As a rule of thumb if a standard HB hex pencil slides into the threaded hole in the bed, it is 3/8

As a rule of thumb if a standard HB hex pencil slides into the threaded hole in the bed, it is 3/8.


